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Join award-winning science writer Seymour Simon in this picture book introduction to

earthquakes!In Earthquakes, Simon introduces elementary-school readers to earthquakes

through engaging descriptions and stunning full-color photographs. He teaches readers why

and how earthquakes happen and the damage they can cause through pictures, diagrams, and

maps. He also gives real-life examples of earthquakes that have occurred all over the

world.With clear, simple text and stunning full-color photographs, readers will learn all about

the fascinating phenomenon that is an earthquake in this informative picture book.Perfect for

young scientists’ school reports, this book supports the Common Core State Standards

and includes a glossary and index.Check out these other Seymour Simon books about natural

disasters and weather:Global WarmingHurricanesLightningStormsTornadoesWeatherWildfires



SEYMOUR SIMON

To my grandnieces and grandnephews:Bryan, Dena, Debbie, David, Alex, Michael, and

DanielSmithsonian Mission StatementFor more than 160 years, the Smithsonian has remained

true to its mission, “the increase and diffusion of knowledge.” Today the Smithsonian is not only

the world’s largest provider of museum experiences supported by authoritative scholarship in

science, history, and the arts but also an international leader in scientific research and

exploration. The Smithsonian offers the world a picture of America, and America a picture of

the world.Natural History Mission StatementWe inspire curiosity, discovery, and learning about

nature and culture through outstanding research, collections, exhibitions, and education.

The earth beneath our feet usually feels solid and firm. Yet a million times each year—an

average of once every thirty seconds—somewhere around the world the ground shakes and

sways. We call this an earthquake.Most earthquakes are too small to be noticed by people;

only sensitive scientific instruments record their passage. But hundreds of earthquakes every

year are strong enough to change the face of the land. A large earthquake in Kobe, Japan, in

1995, toppled this freeway onto its side and cracked the roadway in numerous places. This

picture is an example of the enormous destruction an earthquake can cause in a heavily

populated area.

On the morning of September 19, 1985, a major earthquake struck Mexico City. It killed ten

thousand people and injured another twenty thousand. Hundreds of buildings were destroyed,

including homes and stores, hotels and hospitals, and schools and businesses. This multilevel

parking garage (center right) collapsed like a house of cards, while some of the neighboring

buildings suffered only slight damage.

BLOCKS AT RESTSTRESS BUILDS UP ALONG THE FAULTTHE ENERGY IS

RELEASEDMost earthquakes take place in Earth’s crust, a five- to thirty-mile-deep layer of

rocks that covers our planet. Cracks in the rocks, called faults, run through the crust. In one

type of fault, called a strike-slip fault, the rocks on one side of the fault push against the rocks

on the other side, causing energy to build up. For years, friction will hold the rocks in place. But

finally, like a stretched rubber band, the rocks suddenly snap past each other. The place where

this happens is called the focus of an earthquake.From the focus, the energy of the earthquake

speeds outward through the surrounding rocks in all directions. The shocks may last for less

than a second for a small earthquake to several minutes for a major one. Weaker shocks,

called aftershocks, can follow an earthquake on and off for days or weeks.Sections of the crust

have slipped past each other along two strike-slip faults and offset this ridge in Wyoming

(left).Sometimes one side of a fault will slip higher than the other. This is what happened along

this highway in the Mojave Desert of California (right). This kind of upward movement is called

a thrust fault.
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Susan Yankle, “As a teacher, any book by Seymour Simon is .... As a teacher, any book by

Seymour Simon is a welcome addition to my library, especially now that informational text/

nonfiction is being stressed on Common Core.”

Sedonasky, “Book very well presented. Since I had read so many of Simon's books, I decided

to go further into study of the earth. The earthquake book was very well written and easy to

understand if you don't want to go into total tech talk.”

Nance Seile, “Informational.. This is a good book to illustrate what can happen during an

earthquake...something that might help if a person found themselves in a similar situation.”

Marianna Artov, “Five Stars. great book”

Omayra E., “Information. I loved the book 5 stars prefect I busted . Love it so much yay well it is

totally awesome”

Amelia, “Earthquake facts and pictures.. Seymour Simon's 1991 book gives an excellent and

terse overview of the important ideas about earthquakes. With key terms defined simply but

accurately, all accentuated by large color photographic depictions of the effects of earthquakes,

Simon explains the pertinent information: what causes earthquakes, what happens during an

earthquake, and the different types of earthquakes.The book can be read from cover to cover,

or bit by bit; each two-page spread stands fairly solidly on its own. The impact of the damage

earthquakes can inflict is immediately apparent when the book opens with a stunning

photograph of the way an earthquake turned "railroad tracks into twisted ribbons of steel." The

most amazing photo in the book shows the way a wooden fence was "broken and offset eight

feet" by the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.Simon takes what could be a very frightening

concept for a young child and explains it in such a way as to make earthquakes more logical

and less arbitrary. The final page of the book might be the best place for a nervous child to

start reading, as Simon gives some suggestions of what to do during an earthquake. The book

closes with the calming reassurance that the chances of being hurt in an earthquake are very

slim.This book does not include a great deal of detail, but I think it does a good job of what it is

intended to do: introduce a child to the subject of earthquakes. The photographs are my

favorite part.”

The book by Seymour Simon has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 49 people have provided feedback.
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